Obonjan Island
—

Introduction
—

‘AS SOON AS YOUR FOOT TOUCHES
THE SOIL, YOU REALISE THERE
ARE FEW MORE PARADISIACAL
PLACES IN THE ADRIATIC’
—

Hip and Healthy,
Aug 2016
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Obonjan Island
—

What We Can Offer
—

EXPERIENCE
—
FULL EXCLUSIVITY
NATURAL SETTING
ECO-FRIENDLY ACCOMMODATION
UNIQUE EVENT SPACES
ASTOUNDING EXPERIENCES
CONFERENCES
PRIVATE CELEBRATIONS
TEAM BUILDING
INCENTIVES
REMOTE WORKING

Catering for up to 800 guests and delegates, Obonjan
can be reserved on a fully exclusive basis. The island is
an ideal and inimitable location for incentive travel.
Additionally, its setting offers extraordinary opportunities
for team building, while its event spaces and our
production expertise combine to create memorable
conferences. Large private events, such as weddings
and celebrations, enjoy a consummate and incomparable
degree of privacy. There are numerous opportunities for
venue dressing, menu customisation and brand
engagements. We welcome collaborative and creative
projects and are always happy to discuss new ideas and
bespoke events.
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Obonjan Island
—

What We Can Offer
—

‘OBONJAN IS SOMETHING SPECIAL. IT’S FOR
THOSE WHO WANT TO ESCAPE, SOUL-SEARCH,
SUNBATHE, UNWIND, RELAX AND PARTY, IN
ULTIMATE COMFORT’
—

Hip and Healthy,
August 2016

Although the island always feels intimate, there is plenty of
space for exploration. There’s a distinctly easy-going
atmosphere; secretive coves await discovery and winding
paths lead to tranquil, sun-kissed clearings. Visitors enjoy a
unique mix of wellbeing and recovery, DJs and live music,
comedy, talks and workshops, art and installations, sports and
cinema. If all of this stimulation gets too much, they can also
dive into the Adriatic Sea, take a snooze beneath the pines or
hideaway to watch the sunset. With poolside bars, sun-kissed
restaurants, picturesque event spaces, eco-friendly lodges,
sports facilities and a chic wellbeing centre, the possibilities
are infinite.
We’d love you to join us.
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Obonjan Island
—

Location & Map
—
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400m x 1500m in size
136 acres/56 hectares
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Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—

RESTAURANTS, BARS
AND
EVENT
SPACES
—

Obonjan’s stylish bars and restaurants ensure that
unforgettable dining experiences take place across
the island. The Zen Den, our wellbeing centre, and
several yoga platforms offer relaxation and reflection.
An open-air amphitheatre and a bar nestled in the
forest come to life with DJs and bands. Boutique retail
outlets, a swimming pool, and harbourside sun loungers
provide further distraction. For talks, workshops and
presentations, the pavilion is on hand to welcome
audiences with relaxed, shady seating. From sunrise
until well after sunset, there’s no shortage of options.
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Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—
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‘THE ISLAND IS AN OASIS, YOU FEEL
LIKE THE WHOLE WORLD EXISTS ON
OBONJAN WHEN YOU ARE THERE’
—

The Elgin Avenue

THE KITCHEN

—
With a poolside lounge area, sunset views and table
service, this is the spot where afternoons accidentally
merge into evenings. In addition to a fantastic range of
meat, fish, salads, fresh pasta and sweet treats, there
are daily specials that make the most of the fresh
produce available on our doorstep. The venue has a
fully resourced, professional kitchen and both indoor
and outdoor seating.
Capacity:
Restaurant: 150 people dining / 500 people
with conference-style seating
Poolside Terrace: 150 people
We can also cater for larger groups with a variety
of stylish, semi-permanent structures.

Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—
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‘THE ISLAND STORE WAS EXCELLENTLY
CURATED. THINK MACRAME PLANT HANGERS
AND WARES FROM SMALL LABELS LIKE PRISM
AND PAMPELONE PLUS A STRONG VINTAGE
SELECTION’
—

Pandora Sykes
September 2016

BOUTIQUES

—
Obonjan’s retail boutiques are carefully and stylishly curated with fashion, gifts, accessories, ceramics, apothecary
and beachwear from around the globe, delivering a unique
shopping experience. We currently stock brands such as
Folk, Norse Project, Prism, Pameplone, Haeckles and Teva.
For the 2017 season, we’ll introduce brand pop-up opportunities and promotional activities.

CORNER SHOP

—
The Corner Shop stocks all the essentials needed for
island life; from craft beers and quinoa granola to freshly
baked bread, cold cut meats and cheeses. In 2017,
a coffee shop, complete with an organic
deli and bakery, will open its doors for the first time.

Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—
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TREATMENT AND
SESSIONS INCLUDE:
Massage
—
Facials
—
Reflexology
—
Reiki
—
Sound healing
—
Moon Bathing
—
Hypnotherapy
—
Ayurvedic treatments

THE ZEN DEN

—
Hidden in the Obonjan woods, is The Zen Den, a secluded
serenity zone for those moments when guests want to switch
off from the world and tune in to themselves. With expert
practitioners from around the globe, offering an inspiring range
of treatments to rejuvenate body, mind and soul, we’ve got
something for everyone.
Capacity:
Four private treatment rooms.
Two yoga decks (East Harbour and Forest platforms),
each with a capacity of 30.
If required, additional treatments can be carried out in
accommodation units.

GREEN BAR

—
For refuelling, this dedicated café offers juices, salads, raw bars,
gluten-free and vegan options throughout the day. The outlet
proved most popular with those looking for healthy nourishment
after a yoga class or a particularly heavy night of drinking.
Capacity: 50 people
3

Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
Testimonials
— Event Spaces
and
—

‘IT ALREADY FEELS MAGICAL’
—

The Guardian,
Aug 2016

THE AMPHITHEATRE

—
A spectacular and intimate stone-built venue for live
music performances, talks and presentations, theatre
productions, and other entertainment events.
Audiences watch and listen under star-filled skies or
in the sunshine, with views beyond the stage,
stretching out into the Adriatic Sea. The venue
has a dedicated backstage area, full sound and light
production resources, and a dedicated bar.
Capacity: 500 seated / 1000 standing
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Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—

‘I ALREADY WANT TO GO BACK,
OR PERHAPS I’LL MOVE THERE
NEXT SUMMER’
—

Rue Rodier
Lifestyle Blog, Paris

THE PAVILION

—
The Pavilion is the lively focal point of the island and plays host
to talks, workshops, comedy and film screenings. Our friends
from the world of stand-up comedy provide smiles and laughs,
and a choice selection of classic and independent films provide
the chance for some downtime. With artistic, permanent
buildings and space for additional temporary structures, the
Pavilion area can capably cater for up to 800 guests and
delegates. With so much going on, visitors are forgiven for
staying here all day.
Capacity: 350 people with conference style seating / 800 people standing
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Obonjan Island
—

Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—
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‘THERE’S A SPECIAL ISLAND, JUST OFF
THE COAST OF ŠIBENIK, WHERE I LEFT
MY HEART LAST WEEKEND’
—

The Frugality,
September 2016

FOREST BAR

—
Set on its own in the forest, this is Obonjan’s late night spot for
dancing beneath the pines to an array of world-class spinners
and selectors. Our cosy, 300 capacity woodland clearing has
already hosted late night performances from Four Tet and
Gilles Peterson.
Capacity: 300 people

Obonjan Island
—

Example Activities
—
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EXAMPLE SUNRISE SESSIONS

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We use our relationships with the world’s leading bands,
DJs, and performers, to produce entertainment and
events that exceed expectations. Whether you want a
harbourside, acoustic performance to accompany
cocktails on the first night, a live performance from a
brass band on the second, or an intimate set from one of
the most sought-after DJs in the world on the last night,
we’ve got you covered.

—

Sunrise Yoga
Set your day right Meditation
Sweet sweat HIIT sessions
Tai Chi
Poolside Voga
Water Disco cardio session
Aqua Chi
Poolates
Raw juice making workshop

EXAMPLE DAYTIME SESSIONS
—
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meditation, energy and sound healing
Yoga and cardio activities
Make your own bath bombs, body scrubs and
beard oils, using sustainable essential oils
Cocktail masterclass for healthy hedonists, including
edible essential oils and branded cocktail shakers
Learn to DJ Workshop with celebrity DJ, who would
also play a set in the evening
Street art masterclasses with key street artist
Design your own sustainable swimwear
Design and make a festival headdress
Treasure hunt/race across the island
Tough Mudder-style racecourse
Wild Bingo
Freediving workshop
Stand up paddle boarding
Sea kayaking
Talks and workshops with academics, musicians,
authors, artists and other specialists

—

Obonjan Island
—

Island Homes
—

ISLAND
HOMES
—

Our spacious and stylish Bell Tents and
Forest Lodges come equipped with
air-conditioning, super comfy beds, and
fresh linens and towels. Interiors and
décor have been carefully designed to
ensure that each guest has everything
they need to enjoy their stay.
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Obonjan Island
—

Island Homes
Testimonials
—

Large: 4-6 Person / 5 units
Medium: 2-4 Person / 50 units
Small: 1-2 Person / 75 units
—

FOREST LODGE

—
Our lockable, fully furnished Forest Lodges can be
booked with either double or single beds, which
come with quality linens and towels. Each unit has an
en-suite toilet and shower facility, lighting,
air-conditioning, USB and power sockets (European
two pin), hair dryer, safe deposit box, refrigerator and
an external terrace for kicking back in the shade.
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Obonjan Island
—

Island Homes
—
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Obonjan Island
—

Island Homes
Testimonials
—

Classic: 2-4 Person / 15 units
Deluxe: 1-2 Person / 60 units
Classic: 1-2 Person / 100 units
—

BELL TENT

—
Our lockable Bell Tents are individually plotted on a
wooden terrace base for extra stability and comfort.
Their double ‘A’ frame construction
provides extra space and height for standing.
Sleeping up to four people, the units can be
configured with single and double beds, which are
provided with quality bed linen and towels. Each Bell
Tent benefits from plentiful and conveniently located
shared toilet and shower facilities, lighting,
air-conditioning and power sockets (European two
pin). Safe deposit boxes are available, free of charge
in the reception building.
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—

Island Homes
—
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Obonjan Island
—

Travel to Obonjan
—

TRAVEL
TO OBONJAN
—

Obonjan is centrally located within Croatia’s
Adriatic coastline. Zadar and Split airports are
the closest, with an onward journey time of
only 45-60 minutes to the Port of Šibenik.
From there, the island is just a short, scenic
boat ride away. For those with a little more
time and budget, private speedboat transfers
can travek to the island directly from the
Port of Split, which is only a short hop from
the airport.
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Obonjan Island
—

Travel to Obonjan
—
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AIRPORT AND FLIGHT INFORMATION
—

Centrally located, Zadar and Split airports are only 45-60
minutes from the port of Šibenik with regular flights from
across the UK and Europe.
Direct flights to Split Airport:
UK
—
Belfast, UK – 3 hours 10 minutes (Easyjet)
Bristol, UK – 2 hours 45 minutes (Easyjet)
East Midlands, UK – 2 hours 50 minutes (Jet2)
Edinburgh, UK 3 hours 15 minutes (Jet2)
Glasgow, UK – 3 hours 10 minutes (Easyjet)
Leeds Bradford, UK – 3 hours 5 minutes (Jet2)
London, UK – 2 hours 25 minutes
(BA, Croatia Airlines, Easyjet, Norwegian Air, Wizz Air)
Manchester, UK – 2 hours 50 minutes
(Easyjet, Jet2, Thomas Cook, Thomson)
Newcastle, UK – 3 hours (Easyjet)
Croatia
—
Dubrovnik, Croatia – 40 minutes (Croatia Airlines, Trade Air)
Pula, Croatia – 50 minutes (Croatia Airlines)
Rijeka, Croatia – 50 minutes (Croatia Airlines, Trade Air)
Zagreb, Croatia – 50 minutes (Croatia Airlines)
Europe
—
Amsterdam, Holland – 2 hours 20 minutes (Easyjet)
Athens, Greece – 1 hour 55 minutes
(Aegean Airlines, Croatia Airlines)
Barcelona, Spain – 2 hours 15 minutes (Vueling)
Berlin, Germany – 1 hour 45 minutes (Croatia Airlines,
Germanwings)
Brussels, Belgium – 2 hours 10 minutes (Thomas Cook)
Copenhagen, Denmark – 2 hours 15 minutes
(Norwegian Air, SAS)
Dublin, Ireland – 3 hours 25 minutes (Aer Lingus)
Geneva, Switzerland – 1 hour 40 minutes (Easyjet)
Helsinki, Finland – 2 hours 55 minutes (Finnair)
Madrid, Spain – 2 hours 50 minutes (Iberia)
Milan, Italy – 1 hour 20 minutes (Easyjet)

Moscow, Russia – 3 hours (Aeroflot, S7 Airlines)
Munich, Germany – 1 hour 40 minutes
(Croatia Airlines, Lufthansa)
Paris, France – 2 hours 15 minutes
(Croatia Airlines, Easyjet, Transavia)
Prague, Czech Republic – 1 hour 35 minutes (Smartwings)
Rome, Italy – 1 hour 10 minutes (Croatia Airlines, Vueling)
Stockholm, Sweden – 2 hours 40 minutes
(Norwegian Air, SAS)
Vienna, Austria – 1 hour 20 minutes
(Austrian Airlines, Croatia Airlines, Niki)
Warsaw, Poland – 1 hour 50 minutes (LOT Polish Airlines)
Zurich, Switzerland – 1 hour 30 minutes
(Croatia Airlines, Edelweiss Air, Germania Flug)
Direct flights to Zadar Airport:
UK
—
London, UK – 2 hours 25 minutes (Ryanair)
Manchester, UK – 2 hours 40 minutes (Ryanair)
Croatia
—
Pula, Croatia – 35 minutes (Croatia Airlines)
Zagreb, Croatia – 40 minutes (Croatia Airlines)
Europe
—
Barcelona, Spain – 2 hours 20 minutes (Vueling)
Berlin Germany – 1 hour 40 minutes
(Air Berlin, Eurowings, Ryanair)
Brussels, Belgium – 2 hours (Jetairfly)
Dublin, Ireland – 3 hours 5 minutes (Ryanair)
Paris, France – 2 hours 5 minutes (Ryanair, Transavia)
Munich, Germany – 1 hour 15 minutes (Lufthansa)
Rome, Italy – 1 hour 5 minutes (Vueling)
Stockholm, Sweden – 2 hours 35 minutes (Ryanair)

Obonjan Island
—

Travel to Obonjan
—
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AIRPORT TRANSFERS
—

Various return transfers are available between the
Port of Šibenik and Zadar and Split airports, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1-3 Person Standard Car
1-3 Person Deluxe Car
1-8 Person Standard Minibus
1-8 Person Deluxe Minibus
46 Seater Standard Coach
46 Seater Deluxe Coach

Other vehicles are available upon request.
3

Obonjan Island
—

Travel to Obonjan
Testimonials
—

BOAT TRANSFERS
—

Every Obonjan adventure begins with an unforgettable boat
journey from the mainland. A variety of private transfers is
available for large and small groups. The option of onboard
drinks receptions and live music performances always helps
to kickstart the party.
From the Port of Šibenik, private speedboats cater for
groups of between five and twenty people, delivering a
journey time of approximately 25 minutes. Privately
chartered, larger boats are also available for groups of 50 to
250. With a journey time of between 45 minutes and one
hour, they offer visitors a little more time to soak up the
atmosphere.
From the Port of Split, located close to the city’s airport,
private speedboats can whisk groups of up to eight
passengers directly to Obonjan.
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Obonjan Island
—

Who Are We?
—

WHO ARE WE?
—

WE’RE A PASSIONATE, CREATIVE
AND ENTREPRENEURIAL TEAM,
DEDICATED TO CONNECTING WITH
OUR GUESTS.

Collectively, the Obonjan team have extensive experience
of venue ownership and management, and currently
operate a number of UK and Croatia-based music venues,
bars and restaurants. They have also produced and
operated some of Europe’s most influential music festival
holidays. The first annual Ultra Europe electronic music
festival took place in 2013 in Croatia, at the Poljud Stadium,
Split and on the island of Hvar. Since then, it has grown into
a 35,000 capacity, multi-venue event.
Our other previous projects, Hideout and Unknown
festivals have already brought over 75,000 people to
Croatia, predominantly from the UK. Most notably, during
the course of Hideout Festival 2015, over a four day period,
our team coordinated the travel, food and beverage,
entertainment, and accommodation experiences of over
15,000 visitors. Packages have included chartered air-travel
and private transfers. During Unknown Festival 2014, we
ran production logistics for a 6000 capacity main stage,
which had previously hosted performances by the Rolling
Stones. All staging and production materials were shipped
from the UK to Croatia.
In terms of technical specifications, we work with some of
the most demanding and exacting acts and artists in the
world, including Chic, Richie Hawtin, Disclosure, and Clean
Bandit. On Obonjan, we are able to draw on this experience
to manage all the production and artist booking
requirements for large-scale private and corporate events.
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Obonjan Island
—

Ecology & Biodiversity
—
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ECOLOGY AND BIODIVERSITY
—

We’re investing in projects that acknowledge Obonjan’s
outstanding natural landscapes. By partnering with Dvokut,
a Croatian company of environmental experts, we have
funded a full marine and terrestrial biodiversity study on the
island. By learning from its findings, we are working to install
a well-informed environmental management plan so that the
unique beauty of Obonjan will be managed sensitively for
future generations. Already, for example, the Zen Den is fully
lighted by low-energy LED bulbs, and longer term plans
include a series of hot tubs powered by solar energy.
Additionally, we are working to meet our objectives of full
carbon audits and carbon management procedures, laying
down markers for future initiatives.
Our long-term plan involves Obonjan becoming host to
pioneering research focused on the need for environmentally
sensitive tourism development and activity.
Various Not-For-Profit organisations are already helping us
to develop such strategies. The Carbon Free Group are
assisting with a Renewable Energy Strategy. WasteAid UK is
enabling us to refine our Waste Management Strategy.
Šibenik municipality and local NGOs are helping to unite us
with organic food and beverage producers and various
environmentally-aware small businesses in the region, with a
long-term view to promoting Obonjan and the Šibenik region
as a world-leading destination for sustainable tourism.
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—

Contact & Information
—

‘OUR DREAM WORK PLACE,
PACKED TIGHTLY ON AN ISLAND’
—

Nomad, September 2016
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Contact:
info@obonjan-island.com
Organising your event:
We are fully flexible and aim to cater
for any requests where possible.
If you would like more information
on hosting your event then please
contact us at info@obonjan-island.com
and we’ll be happy to discuss your
requirements.
—
Company details:
Obonjan Rivijera d.d.
Obonjan Riviera d.d. Nikole Tesle
67, 22000 Sibenik, Croatia
www.obonjan-island.com
—
UK Office:
Otok Limited - Unit 46, Regent Studios,
London, E8 4QN, U.K.

This document contains confidential
information and pricing not to be
shared with any third parties.
Unless specified, all imagery depicts
actual island offering.
—
ALL ORIGINAL COPY AND IMAGES
REMAIN PROPERTY OF OTOK LIMITED.
© 2016 Otok Limited
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Restaurants, Bars
and Event Spaces
—

‘WE LEFT OBONJAN FEELING BETTER
THAN WE DID WHEN WE ARRIVED’
—

Mr and Mrs Smith
September 2016

BOK RESTAURANT

—
Fine dining beneath the pines with amazing views
out onto the Adriatic Sea. BOK serves seasonal and
regional tapas along with à-la-carte menus for brunch
and dinner.
Capacity: 80

DRIFT BAR

—
Drift is the jewel in the island’s crown – a relaxed and
welcoming seafront bar situated on the East Harbour,
the focal point of activity on the island. With table
service and a regular stream of traffic to the bar itself,
Drift delivers an array of cocktails, craft beers, wine
and soft drinks.
Capacity: 250
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